
ETI’s technology-agnostic Operation Support System enables innovations that 
extend beyond automating service activation and fulfillment. ETI can help our 
mutual customers turn up Adtran equipment more rapidly using fewer people 
and in less time, resulting in faster ROI, increased sales and higher customer 
satisfaction. The following highlights the value we offer to Adtran sales teams 
and your clients. 

Simplifying Adtran  
Sales and Deployments 

Available Integrations
ETI’s integrations to Adtran products 
provide fully automated flow-through service 
activation and fulfillment. Integrations include: 

Fiber To the Home (FTTH) 
• EMS 
• AOE for GPON

DSL 
• TL1 for ADSL/VDSL



Why Partner with ETI? 
Speed to Market / Ease of Use — Our OSS accelerates 
the adoption, on-boarding and deployment of new 
solutions. Your clients can adopt new technologies,  
new standards or architectures like SDN and NFV, or  
new models of devices within traditional technology 
domains. Our OSS greatly improves speed-to-market 
and, keeps the impact of the new solution on at a 
minimum on operations. 
Usability — ETI provides multiple ways for your clients 
to interact with our OSS and extend flow-through 
provisioning across the enterprise. Options include 
the native user interface, the northbound interface 
(in either batch mode or transactionally), or through a 
3rd party order entry or billing system that has already 
integrated to OSS via our northbound API. 
Business-Oriented API — ETI’s northbound API, which 
is used by 3rd party order entry or billing systems 
to integrate to OSS, deals in business-level objects: 
Subscriber, Location, Devices and Phones. Because these objects are all common to even the most 
rudimentary of billing systems, the integration to ETI’s OSS by a 3rd party billing system is greatly 
simplified and extensible.
140+ out-of-the-box provisioning integrations — including those with Adtran platforms, service 
routers, voice switches, and video control platforms, ETI supports your clients’ entire service 
delivery stack and all through a single, inbound interface from billing. 
Next Gen Devices and Architectures — Software-defined networking, network function 
virtualization, ONAP and ORAN are gaining acceptance. ETI has updated our OSS in support of 
these new standards and architectures. Combined with the legacy equipment that our OSS already 
supports, ETI is uniquely positioned to handle the demands of both legacy and Next Gen devices.
Flow Through Provisioning — ETI’s number 1 goal is to always achieve 100% flow-through 
provisioning. Our stance has always been that if somebody must get onto a system and do 
additional data entry in order to get service configured on behalf of the end user, then we haven’t 
done our job.

Have more questions? 
Contact us.
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Director – Partner/Channel Development
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Direct: 770.242.3620 ext. 319
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